
rapidInspect

Workplace Safety Goes Beyond
Compliance

USE CASES

For demos and pricing, contact Sales (sales@rapidBizApps.com; +1.408.647.3050)
https://www.rapidbizapps.com/rapidInspect

rapidInspect brings workplace
inspections to the 21st century. A
fully digitized inspection process
improves both the quality and
efficiency of inspections. 

01 Perform Faster and
Safer Workplace
Inspections

02 Notify Personnel of
Hazards

03 Ensure MSHA
Compliance

When hazards are found,
rapidInspect will notify personnel
of the hazards to ensure safety
and hasty corrective action.

By maintaining digital inspection
logs with unique identifiers
automatically generated, mines
can ensure that they remain
MSHA compliant.

ENVIRONMENTAL, HEALTH & SAFETY, AND QUALITY SOFTWARE FOR
MINES, QUARRIES & AGGREGATES

rapidInspect is a digital inspection app that helps mines meet MSHA’s digital
recordkeeping requirements. Easy to implement in as little as 15 minutes,
rapidInspect performs inspections, records hazards and sends alerts using a
tablet or mobile phone to miners and their supervisors. This allows for swift
corrective action, ensuring a safe and compliant workplace.

FEATURES TECHNOLOGY

From the control center, supervisors are
able to create a fully customized digital
inspection template or use existing ones.
This allows for a perfectly tailored, MSHA
compliant inspection process.
Additionally, supervisors can monitor
hazards and their respective corrective
actions from the control center at all
times, and be notified in real-time if they
wish.
 

Operators can conduct inspections from the
mobile and tablet inspection apps. Operators
are able to take and annotate photos that are
uploaded directly into the report. Additionally,
GPS coordinates are automatically uploaded
when reports are created or hazards are
found. The app functionality of rapidInspect
allows for reports to be instantly accessible
from anywhere and thus ensures that
corrective actions are able to be taken
without hesitation. Furthermore, the real-time
nature of the app boosts safety by allowing
for everyone to know immediately of a
hazard.

Desktop Form Builder and
Control Center

Mobile and Tablet
Inspection App

 - Digital Inspections and Hazard Notification
 - Prompt Responses to Hazards to Improve Safety
 - Drives Compliance
 - Real-Time Messaging and Manual Notification to Miners
 - Maintains Digital Inspection Logs for Auditing
 - Completes Workplace Inspections 75% Faster
 - Form Builder

 - Online/Offline
 - 24x7 Availability
 - Automatic Updates
 - Real-Time Notification
 - 15 Minute Setup

Get Started With rapidInspect in As Little As 15 Minutes

04 Analyze Hazards
Geographically

Supervisors can view hazards
over a map of the mine to better
understand the locations of hazard
areas.

05 Integrated Safety Shares

rapidInspect has fully integrated
safety shares that help promote
safety culture and keep mines
safe.


